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The paper desi^bes some experimental mvestigations of 
the fbrmatioii and o^pse of cavitation bubbles. The 
experiments were carried on in the high-speed water tmi-
nel of tibe Ifydrodynamxcs Lab<mitoz7' of the- Califorma 
Institute of Tecfanology imder the sponsorship of the Re-
search aad Development Division of the Bureau of Ord-
nance of the U. S. Navy and the Fluid Mechanics Section 
of the Ofifice of Nayal Research. A detailed study of 
the formation and collapse of the individual bubbles has 
been carried on by the use of high-speed motion pictures 
taken at rates up to 20j,000 per sèc. From these records 
cdculations have been made of rate of formation and col-
lapse of the, bubbles. Dedxictions fiave been drawn firom 
these results concenung the physical znechanism of tfae 
(»ritation phenomenon. 

I N H E R E N T D I F P I C U L T I B S OF O B S E R V A T I O N OF C A Y I T A T T O N 

PROCESS 

TH E Ë E is little doubt but that most workers in the field 
of cavitation would agree that there is considerably more 
conjecture than knowledge on the physical events that 

take place diwihg cavitation. Much of this lack of knowledge 
is due to the fact that it is inherently difficult to observe and 
record the detfuls of the phenomenon. The individual bubbles 
or voids form and collapse with great rapidity. Furthermore, 
cavitation is generally caused by faat-moviag bodies i a liquid, 
either with a free surface (propeller, torpedo), or in closed con-
doits (pimip or turbine impeller), so t ^ t even the study of sinqïîer 
cases with a stationary object and fast-moving liquid to attain 
the same relative speed is difficult. The result is that most of 
the experimental observations in the past have been restricted 
either to tbe study of the effect of cavitation, i.e., cavitation 
damage, or to the recording of the over-all or instantaneous pic-
ture of some stage of the cavitation process. As a consequence 
of the lack of such detailed infcnmation, no quantitative descrip-
tion haa been developed of the actual physical processes which 
take place during cavitation. Thus although mac^ attempts 
have been made to develop analytical interpretations they have 
been based Qpim widely different phj^cal assmpptions, many of 
which have little background of experimental fact. The objective 
of the present study has been to attempt to furnish a more quanti-
tative physical knowfedge concerning the mechanism of eavita^ 
tion and to formulate some elementary analytical descriptions 
of the pihenozhenon on the basis of these physical observations. 
This paper, in turn, is only a preliminary report for the purpose 
of presenting some of the ferst experimental observations; to-
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gether with tentative analyses of their sigoiScance and implica-
tions. 

E X P E R I U E N T A L M E T E K > D S A N D E Q U I P M E N T 

The eîq)erimental approadi to the problem may be divided 
naturally as follows : 

1 The prodiiction of the desired degree of cavitation under 
measurable and r^roducible conditions which are suitable for 
observation. 

2 The photograpluc recording of the details of the cavitation 
process. 

The eqmpment axd technique inquired for each part wil l be 
described separately. 

Production of CasoüaUon in Si^Speeed Water Timnel. The 
high-speed water tunnel was chosen as the major piece of equip-
ment for use with tiiis project because the pressure, velocity, and 
temperature of the liquid in tlie working section could be con-
trolled accurately at any desired set of values witlùn the range 
necessary to produce or eliminate cavitation on a wide variety of 
expertoooital shapes. A detaUed description of the construction 
and operation of this tiinnel has been ^ven in another paper.' 

In t^e series of experim^ts now under consideration, measure-
ments have been made at velocities of from 30 to 70 ips, with 
absolute pressures at the wall of the working section ranging from 
about l^/s to 50 psi above vapor pressure. Temperature range 
has been held to within a few degrees of room temperature. 
Nearly all the observations have been made on flow around bodies 
of revolution which have been mounted with their axes either 
parallel Or within a few degrees of parallel with the direction Of 
flow. Wide ranges of forebody or' nose shapes and afterbody 
shap^ have been studied. Pressure-distrümtioh measm^menl^ 
have been made on some selected shapes of these series. A l l of 
the boi^es studied have had a umform Trv»cjn:mm diameter of 2 
in. The observations under consideration at this time have 
ai l been made on cavitation occurring on or adjacent to a series of 
ogive noses. The ogive nose is a v ^ y simple shape, may be 
seen from Fig. 1. It can he defined as being generated by re-
volving a circular arc about the axis óf revolution of the cylinder. 
One end of the arc is tangent to an element öf the cylinder; the 
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other end interaects the axis. It is convenient to express the 
radius of this arc in terms of the diameter of the cylinder, i.e., 
the gen^trix;of a I ' / i d offxe isra|>'.^c whose radius is l ' A times 
the diameter of the cylinder! ' " 

High-Speed Motùm-Pùâure PÂotoffraphy. The tool selected 
to reeord the physical detaüs'-^f the cavitation phenomenon is 
hi^-speed JïUition-picture photography. Motion pictures taken 
at one speed and- projected at another can be thought of as per-
forming the ftmction of a time tdoscope or microscope. With 
this conception, the ratio of magnification will be measured by 
the ratio of the picture-taking specd to the projecting speed of the 
picture. For example, if pictures are taken of a given phenome-
non at relatively long intervals and then projected at the normal 
speed necessary for viewing movi^ , the time scale of the phenome-
non is changed in a manner similar to the way the distuune scale 
of an object is changed when observed through a tel^cope. The 
telescope b r i i ^ the distant object close enough to the observer, 
so that details of its structure can be observed; the speeded-up 
projection of the pictures brings the time details of the phenon^ 
non close enough together, so that they can be observed. Con-
versely, motion pictures taken at a high rate of speed and pro-
jected ä t a much lower rate of speed serve as a time microscope, 
since the process resolves the details In time in the same manner 
as the microscope resolves the details in space. 

In the present study, pictures of cavitation have been taken at 
varying rates from 64 per sec to 20,000 per sec. When these 
are projected at the nonnal viewing speed of 16 per sec, time 
ma^iifications covermg ratios of 4:1 to 1250:1 are secured. 
Equipment sudi as this is needed to change the time scale for 
exactly the same reason that telescopes and microscopes aj:e 
needed to change the l ^ g t h scale. Tlie human senses and 
brain have a limited range in whioh they can get an undistorted 
concept of what is occmring. Therefore it is necessary to 
transform the actual times and distances involved in a given 
phenomenon until they fall within these limited ranges. 

£>€«cr»pfe'on Of Photographic Equipm&ü. Photographic equip-
ment used in this study is of the multiQash type. The pioneer 
develojmient in this field was carried on by Prof. Harold E . Edger-
ton and his associates at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. It consists of a simple camera ia whidh the recording 
film mov^ constantly past the focal plane at a high speed. The 
camera has.no shutter. Hltimination required to take the pic-
ture is provided by one or more synchronized flash lamps, which 
also act as the camera shutter. This, requires that the flash 
duration be so short that neither the image of the object on the 
film nor the film itself .move an appreciable distance while the 
light is on. As the number of the pictures taken per second in-
creases, the film motion becomes tbe controlling factor in mc»t 
cases. Up to the present time satisfactory pictures have been 
taken at rates up to 30,000 exposures per sec. The lamp equip-
ment has been operated up to 50,000 flashes per see, but as yet the 
obtainable ^ m speeds have not been high enough to give a satis-
factory frame height for use at this rate. 

(a) Camera. The camera itself is the standard General Radio 
type instrument as shown in Fig, 2. A series of lenses of varying 
focal lengths have been fitted to it to increase its flexibility. The 
commutator provided on the film drum is not used; instea(|, the 
pulsing of the flash lampe is controlled by an osdllator. 

(,b) Flash Lamps. Considerable development work has been 
carried on to increase the rate at which the flash lamps can be op-
erated. The original equqiment, as developed by Edgerton, 
operated satisfactorily at the rate of 3000 flashes per sec. In^ 
vestigation showed that this limitation was in the control cir-
cuits and not in the lamp itaélf. Consequently, the laboratory 
has undertaken the development of a system which utÜizes sev-
•CTal control circuits synchronized t h r o u ^ a common multiphase 

Fio. 2 HiGH-iSpsBD MoTioN-PiOTnas C A M B R A 

oscillator circuit, but disdiarging in rotation through a single 

B y the use of this system the flash rate becomes equal to the 
TnavimuTifi rate at which a single control circuit can be opérated, 
multiplied by the nümber of circuits involved. At the present 
time äx circuits have been used simultaneooaly in 6-phase 
array with proper electronic switching devices to permit a l l of 
the circuits to discharge through a common lamp. 

In the design and development of a combination camera and 
flash-lamp system of this type, it is necessary to bear in mind 
the extreme impoatance of the relationsh^) between the caönera 
and the lights because the lights function as the camera shutter. 
In fact, the diaracteristics of the flash lamps exert a controlling 
influence upon the work tfaat can be done with the combination. 
The most important characteristic of the flash lamp is the effec-
tive duration of the flash. The minimum available flash dura^ 
tion limits the maximum usable film speed. 

In iMs system of photograpby, the film moves continuously. 
Therefore the flash duration must be short enough to stop the 
motion of the film; otherwise, the record wil l be blurred. For 
critically sharp results, the maximum usable film speed can be 
calculated from the criterion that the allowable film motion dur-
ing one flash should not be greater than the diameter of the 
circle of confusion of the lens sj^tem. For extremely high-speed 
work it may be necessary to lower this requirement somewhat. 
The permissible deviation wil l depend upon the accuracy of 
measurements required from the record. A t firat Mght this cri-
terion may seem incomplete, since no consideration is given to 
the speed of the object b e i i ^ photographed. 

A simple example will show that, at least for the present use, 
this is not the case. B l u r r i i ^ is caused by a relative movement 
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betwe^ the image and the film during exposure. While making 
cavitation photo^phs in tfae laboratory, tfae flow is at rigfat 
ongl^ to tiie motion of the film. The motion with respect to 
the film will be the vector sum of the motion of the image of tfae 
bubble with respect to tbe camera frame and the motion of 
the fllm with r^pect to the camera fraJne. The maximum flow 
velocity in the tunnel that has been photographed is about 75 
fpa. The smallest reduction ratio used in the pfaotograph is 
about 6:1, i.e,, the image on the fllm, and hence the i m i ^ ve-
locity on tfae film is not over */( of the bubble velocity in the 
tunnel. Thus tiie maximum velocity of the image with respect 
to tlM! camera fnune is 127« fps. 

Most of the pictures were taken at a rate of 20,000 frames per 
see. In order to keep the fiim speed to a itiinintum, very small 
frame heights were employed. Thus, on the average, each indi-
vidual picture was about 1 m. wide X VIA ih- b i ^ . This frame 
height of Vu in. requires a film speed of over 100 fps when the 
taking rate is 20,000 per see and, even at this speed, al l spacii^ 
between frames has to be eliminated. Tfae vector sum of 100 
and 12Va is less than 101, i.e., the speed of the object had some-
thing less than 1 per cent effect upon tfae relative speed between 
the image and the film. 'When the camera is further from the 
tunnel, or if a sfaorter-focal-lengtfa lens is used, the effect is even 
smaller. It is s^e to condude, therefore, that in the design of 
photographic eqnô>tû:ent of tMs kind tfae si^ed of the object can 
be ignored safely, 

AniOtfaer very important characteristic of the flash lamp when 
used in this system of photography is the intensity of the light. 
This intensity niust be very high to produce an image of Reasona-
ble density in the very short exposure time avMlable , The im-
portance of illumination intensity - can be seen clearly if the 
operation of this type of equipment is compared to that of a hypo-
thetical motion-picture camera of the standard type, using a nor-
mal shutter but operatii^ at 20,000 Closures per sec Tfae nor-
mal type of shutter has an opening of about ISO deg, wliicfa means 
that the effective exposure thne is one half of the elapsed time 
between successive pictures. In this case the exposure would 
be ^/«,o« sec. If this is compared to tiie e^qMsare tibae of V M 
to i/eo sec for a normal camera operating at a conventional speed, 
it wi l l be seen that an extremely intense illumination would be 
required if an adequate expostire were to be secured. However, 
VtD,ooo sec is 25 microsecond^. This is 25 times as long as tfae 
flash duration, which is 1 microsecond. Hence the flash inten-
sity must be at. least 26 times as great ast hat required for this hy-
pothetical conventionaJ-type camera. Tfae energy Input to tfae 
l ^ p is at a rate corresponding to a continuous flow of 20 kw; 
however, as the lamp is burning only Vw of the total time, the 
energy input during tfae exposure is at the rate of 1000 kw. 

A n example of the difference in the Information obtainable with 
different taJdng rates is seen in Figs. 3(a to d). The film strips 
are a l l taken under the same conditions in the tunnel fear the 
same degree of cavitation on the same model. In comparing 
strips 3(o) and Zid), it should be remönbered that there are 
1250 individual exposures on tfae d strip between each one on tfae 
a strip. The a strip was taken at tfae normal motion-picture 
rate, 

ExPEBIMBNTAIi O B S E E V A T I O N S 

A n examination of some of the records shows that if al l stages 
of cavitation are considered 1^ phenomenon is very complex. 
For example. Fig , 4 presents a series of pictures l o w i n g in-
creasix« degrees of cavitaticra fnm the incipient point to the 
formation of a cavity lajge enough to contain the entire body. 
In this case, the shape is a hemispherical nose witfa a straight 
cylindric^ afterbody. This raitira series was obtained wlule the 
tunnel was operating at constant velocity with gradually decreas-

(«) (b) (c) W) 
(a) 16 per aea (6) 64 per seo (c) 1500 per see id) 20,000 per sec 

FiQ. 3 CoûPARisoN OF F I C T Ô R E - T A K I N O R A T E S 

ing pressure in the working section. It wil l be observed in each 
picture that many complex bubble groups are formed and if 
the life history of such a group is examined it will be seen tiiat 
the individual bubbles interact and often combine in either tfae 
formation or the collapse stage. At the present time no at-
tempt wil l be made to investigate these complicated interactions. 
Instead, consideration will be restricted to the simplest appear-
ajices that can be foimd on the records. For that reason a shape 
was cfaosen which, at least for low degrees of cavitation, tends to 
produce individuAl bubbles spaced far enough apart so thà t occa-
sional ones can be found which throughout their entire life history 
of formation, collapse, and rebound are not seriously affected by 
interference from otfaer bubbles. 

An example of tfae effect of surface curvature of the body on tfae 
appearance of the cavitation is shown io Figs. 5(a, 6̂  and c). 
These pictures were taken for approximately tfae same degree^ of 
cavitation. However, the body noses are different- Fig. 5Co) 
is a hemispherical nose, Fig. 5(6) an O.STS-caliber ogive, and Fig. 
5(c) a 1,5-caUber ogive. The appearance of the cavitatûm in 
Fig. 5(a) is typical of tfaat found on the blunter nose forms; 
whereas tfaat in Fig. 0(c) is characteristic of the finershapes. F ig . 
5(&) is a transition afaape, showing some of the characteristics of 
both. Tfae experimental material used in ttie rest of tfais presen-
tation faas al l been obtained from records taken with a 1,&-
caliber ogive nose mounted on a long cylindrical afteriaody. 

Fig. 6 shows a record qf the complete life history of a cavitar 
tion bubble. Strip (&) is a direct continuation Of strip (ä). 
These photographs were obtained at a tunnel velocity of 40 fps 
and a picture-taking rate of ^,000 frames per sec. It will be 
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F1Q. .4 CAVTTArnoH D B V X L O P U B N T ON Boirr W n a HsHisPHiiaicAi. 
NOSB 

tViffwB from top down: (o) K - 0.62; (b) K - 0.55; (e) K - 0.45; 
(d) £ > 0.40; (e) £ - 0.31. nspectivel^.l 

seen tfaat the life Cycle of a bubble can be d iv ided into a series of 
naturi^ Stages, as follows: 

1 Formation and growth, hom first appearance to maximum 
diameter, 

2 . Firat .collapse, from maximum dianieter to first disappeaiv 

ance. 

3 First rebotmd, &om first disappearance to second maxi-

mum. 
4 Second collapse, from second maximum to second d i s i ^ 

pearance. 
6 Second rebound. 
6 Third collapse. 
7 Final rebound^ ooUapse, and disappearance. 
À large share of tbe existing'literature on cavitation bas con-

ffldered only the second stage. The growth, rebound, and re-
coil apse phases have been ignored, in general, either beoanse their 
existence was unknown or because they were considered an uh-

Fm'. 6 E F F E C T OF 8tmrACo CUBVATTTBE OK A ^ P E A E A K C E OF C A V I -
TATION 

' IVÎBwa from top dvrm: (a), (6), (c)] 

warranted complication. This can be understood on the basis 
discussed previously, i.e., most of the investigators have been 
concerned either with the investigation of metfaods for preventing 
the occurrence of cavitation, or with the determination of cavi-
tation dfllmage and tfae relative resistance of d^erent materials 
to sucfa damage. 

One of tfae assumptions commonly made is that the {iressure in 
the bubble is approximately equal to the v&pat pressme of the 
liquid at the mean temperature of the flow. There is much in-
direct evidence to support ^hs belief that this is the l i ^ t order 
of msigoitude for tfae pressure. For example. Fig. 4 shows a 
series of pictures of tfae development of cavitation on the hemi-
spherical nose. It will bé noted that in the ioitial stages, Figs. 
4 (a to c), the cavitation area is not symmetrical around the nose, 
but in each case it is wider at the top than at the bottom of 
the model. Tfae only significant differenon in the flow conditions 
from top to bottom is a change in the hydrostatic pressure which 
has an over-all magnitude of 2 in. of water. Thus the degree of 
cavitation is sensitive to a fraction of this very slight change of 
pressure. This fiimishes a strong inference that the pTBasisre 
within the bubble lAust likewise be small, tfaat is, of the same 
order as the vapor pressure at tfae existing temperatore, or i t 
would not be affected by this amall change in pressure. Similar 
evidence is given by tfae difference betwen the succeasrv^e -pictures. 
The chànge of the measured tunnel pressure between the pic-
tures is very small in contrast to the great change in the cavitation 
areas. More direct evidence is given by the agreement between 
pressure-distribution measurements made under noncavitatiiig 
conditions on a specific shape, with the pressure at which cayi-: 
tation first appears on that shape. 

In the analysm of cavitation phenomena, the cavitation pa-
rameter iias been found very useful. This is defined aa follows 

K 
Vn hr Äi P L — P s 

71 
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in which 

K 

Pl 

cavitation parameter 
absolute pressure in the undistorbed l i q u i d , ^ 

Px hj, <=• same in feet of Iiq,uid, A ,̂ = — 
7 

Pb = vapor pressure corre^ondlng tp water tempferature, paf 
P s 

kg =• same as p£ in feet of liquid, Ajt " — 
y 

V = relative velodty between body andliquid, fps 
fi B mass density of liquid, slugs per cu f t y/g 
y •= specific w e i ^ t of liquid, lb per ca f t 
g — acceleration of gravity, fps per sec 

It wil l be seen that the numerator of both expressions is simply 
the net pressure or head acting to collapse tfae cavity or bubble. 
The denominator is tfae velodty pressure or faead. Since the 
entire variation in pr^mre around tbe moving body is a result 
of the vtólodty, the velodty head may be consittered a measure of 
the pressure available to open up a cavitation void. From this 
point of view, the cavitation parameter is aimfûy the ratio of tfae 
pressure available for keeping tfae stream in contact with the 
body to tfae pressure available for opening tfae stream: aztd per-
mitting bubble formation. If the K for incipient cavitation is 
considered, (designated Ki\ it can be interpreted to mean the 
maximum reduction in pressure on the surface of the body 
measured in terms of the velocity head. Thus if a body starts 
to cavitate at the cavitation parameter of 1, it means that the 
lowest pressure at any point on tfae surface is one velodty head 
below that of the undisturbed fluid. 

It was found that for greater degrees of cavitation, measured by 
the extension of the bubble-covered section to ^/s, or fu l l 
length of the body, tfae parameter K is equally significant, i.e., 
it signifies similar extensions for tfae same K values independently 
of the velocity. 

ANAIJTSIS OF OBSBBVATIONS 

Tfae high-speed water tunnel is a piece of equqxtnent wfaidi can 
be operated under accurately known and controlled conditions. 
The asffiiciated instrupasnts and apparatus, including tiie photo-
graphic equipment used in inaking the records of the forination 
and coflapse of the cavitation bubble are quantitative instru-
ments. Therefore it is possible to evaluate the records of the 
cavitation bubbles witfa reasonable acciu'acy. Time measure-
ments are based upon tfae interval between tfae individual ex-
posures on the high-speed motion pictures. This interval is 
determined by the flash rate of the lamps. This rate is con-
trolled by an osdllator whose frequency is known with great 
accuracy, Tbus the flashes are ^ c e d at very ontform known 
intervals. The time measurement is con^iletely unaffected by 
the £Qm speed in this system of measuremraits. Motipn is deter-
mined by measuring the position of the bubble on tfae individual 
pictures on the film. Tfae light path from the camera to tbe 
bubble traverses air, Uidte, and water, wfaidi i^oduces some 
optical distortion. This distortion is comparatively small be-
cause tfae outside suifaces of the ludte windows are planes. 
Iherefore tfae cylindrical lens effect of the waiterrfillèd drcular. 
working section is largely eliminated. The amount of distortion 
whicfa does exist is eliminated by applying correction factors tbat 
have been determined Iry photographing horizontal and vertical 
test scales mounted in tiie tminel area in the podtion normally 
occupied by tfae model, "fhoB tfae actual dimendons of the 
bubbles and the anmunt of their movement can be detemined 
with a good degree of approximation. 

Fig. 6 is a suitable record for this purpcse. It sfaows the life 
c^de of an isolated bubble whidi ha^^ns to be & r e n o u ^ 
removed from otfaer similar bubbles to make it reasonable to 

L - l — 
•_ • J 

(a) <J) 

Fia. 6. Z J F E HIBTOKT OF A CAViTAXtoiir Blmnuc 

assume that it is relatively unaffected by otfaer elements of the 
cavitation. Tfae dia.gram at tfae top of the figtu% shows the pres-
sure distribution on the surface of lïhe body. Ibis distribution 
was measured on the model in the tunnd. Tbe foi l line is for nou-
cavitating condifions, and the dotted line ia f t? the degree of cavi-
tation shown in ijhe photographs. For these measorements the 
tunnel was operated at a cavitation parameter of £ •> 0 .33 , 
The tunnel velodty was 4 0 fps. This corresponds to a dynamic 
head of about !ïi.8 ft qr 10.7 psi. The vapor pressure of the water 
at the temperature of tfae measurements was approximately 0 .4 
I»i. The absolute pressure in tbe imdisturbed flow, c o r r e ^ n d -
ing to these conditions, is about 4 psi. (See also F ig . 8 ) 

i f we examine the pressure-distribution diagram it wil l be 
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seen that at point A the pressure has dera-eased until i t faas 
reached the vapor pressure. A t this point it woidd be expected 
that the cavitation bubble would first appear. At point B 
tfae pressure starts to rise above the vapor pressure. It must 
not be forgotten that the pressure-distribution diagram gives 
only tbe pressures on the surface of the body. Therefore, n e ^ c t -
ing trandent pressure during collapse, these pressures show the 
r n f t i t i m i i T r i deviatifflis from tfae pressure in tfae undisturbed flow. 
I f pressure measurements were to be taken at one given tuimel 
cross section fm* points 'between tfae body and the timnel, this 
deviation would become smaller and smaller as the distance from 
the body increased. A t the tunnel wall the pressure can be 
assumed to be the true static pressure in tfae undisturbed flow, 
dhoe tfae size of the modd has been chosen snmll enough (ratio of 
sectional areas of model to tunnel is Vu) ̂ '^ cause very little dis-
tnubanoe at tfae waU. 

The photographs show that the cavitation bubbles follow paths 
very nearly tombing the body. Therefore the liquid pressure 
on the biiÛile wül be nearly equal to tfae pressures shown on tiie 
diagram. Probably the pressure along the line of the bubble 
patii wil l be slightly higher than the diagram, but fôr tfae present 
purposes the values on tfae diagram may be oonsidered as a 
reasonable i^>proxiination of the lower limit of possible pressures. 

BvbbU Formation. The measurements made from these rec-
axàa have been used aa tfae basia of several different graphical 
[»r^nta t ions . F ^ 7 shows the position of the bubble às a 
function of time, with the zero of position at the point of tang^cy 
of Ibe ogive to tbe cylinder. Note that the three lines show tfae 
leading edge> tbe trailing edge, and the mid-point of the bubble. 
The dope of the line is proportional to the axial velodty of the 
bti];d>lfi in tbe tumid. It wi l l be seen that this is not constant but 
varies m th tfae podtion of tfae bubble along the body. The maid-
mum diameter of the bubble is about 0.3 m. This ia relatively 
large for the size of the body involved. Neverthdeas, the life of 
tfae bubble from tbe instant it is large enoi^(h to be detected until 
the completion of its first collapse is only about 0.O03 sec. Formar 
tioQ requires about three fourths of this time, leaving one fourth 

for the collapse. An interesting point to observe in passing ia 
that during tfae final s t a ^ of the fierst coUai^e the leading edge 
of the bubble i r moving radially inward so rapidly that it is 
actuaUy inoving iq>stream i n tfae tunnel. Fig. é gives tbe 
measured radius and volume of tbe bubble, plotted on tfae pres-
sure-distribution diagram fn»n Fig. 6. Fig. 9 shows the bubble 
radius and volimie as functions of time. For this diagram the 
bubbles faave been assumed to be spheres having a radius equal 
to the average of tfae horizontal and vertical dimenskms measured 
in the photographs. 

In tfae analysis of these diagrams it is necessary to condder 
some of the physical factors w;hicfa must influence tbe growth 
and collapse of the bubble. 

Any fluid partide may be conddered as a free body moving in 
accordance witfa tiie forces acting upon it. In sucfa an analysis 
the inertia of the partide plays a very important role. If par-
tides of l iquid on the bubble surface are studied, it may be as-
sumed as a first approximation that tfaey move synunetrically, 
i e . , that the bobble remains spherioal. Thus spherea are equal 
pressure surfaces, hence only radial forces and vdodties are 
involved. 

A consideration of the shape of thé body and the pi^ssure-
distribution diagram on its surface leads to tfae-explanation 6f 
wfay the cavitation bubble forms. Imagine a particle of liquid 
in the flow impingii^ on the noae of the body and following along 
tbe surface. Fürst it is forced radially outward and the pressure-
distribution diagram shows the amount of force required to make 
it conform to this portion of the body sha^ffi. Outward accelera-
tion continues for a short distEuice but decreases rapidly in niag-
nitude as shown by tfae rapid fa l l i n the pressure on the sur^ce. 
A t the point where the pressure on the body has fiülen until it is 
equal to the static pressure in tbe undisturbed flow, outward ac-
celeration ceases, i.e., tfae particle is moving out fast enough to 
k^ip out of the way of tfae body. Downstre^u from this point 
it is necessary to apply a force acting toward tfae body to keep 
the partide in contact with it, because now the surface is curving 
away from the path of the particle. Since tfae pressure in the 
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ûadÎBturbed flow is tfae upper l inàt of tfae available pressure, the 
pressure differences required to keep tfae flow in contact witfa the 
body nmst be produced by & reduction in pressure on tfae body 
surface. As tfae body curves more rapidly awaiy from tbe flow, 
a greater and greater inwardly acting pressure difference is re-
quired, Le., a lower and lower absolute pressure on the body as 
tshcma on the pressuro-distribution diagram. Note that tfais 
pressure difference ia utilized to reduce tbe axially Outward ve-
locity Ûiat waa set up during tfae flow around tfae forward part of 
the nose. The maximum pressure difference av^able is readied 
when the pressure on the surface falls to the vapor pressure of the 
liquid. This occurs at point A on the pressure-distributiou dia^ 
gram, K g . 8. Hoirever, the outward radial velodty of the 
liquid particle under condderation has not been reduced to zero; 
hence when i t moves downstream from point A, there is no 
longer enough pressure different acting to cause the curvature of 
its [ A t h to match that of the body. Therefore it separates from 
tfae .body, whidi is just a way of saying that a «ävitaticm bubble 
is formed. Putiing it anotiier way, a cavitation bubble appeara 
when there is no longer a large enouf^ pressure gradient acting 
toward the body to hold the flow against i t . 

Attention is shifted now to tbe bubble itsdf. It wil l be seen 
that surface tendon forces are acting, which from their pfaydcal 
nature always tend to (^crease-tfae size of tfae bubble. Hence as 
tbe bubble expands, work ihust be done agEiinst these forces if 
growth is to take place. 

The record shows that the bubble expands very rapidly. The 
qiœstion arises concerning tbe pressure and compodtion of the 
gas indde the bubble. In tfais discussion i t has been assumed 
tacitly that tbe bubble is fu l l of water vapor, and, at least at in-
ception, the pressure is the vapor pressure at the tespperature of tfae 
Uquid. Seyeral other possibiliiiea must be conddered, Tfae 
bubble might contain air, whicfa was previoualy dissolved in the 
water, since tfae present experiments were made witb water 
saturated with air at atmospfaeric pressure. As tbe total time 
from formation to collapse is very small, it would be imposdble for 
air molecu^ to migrate throuj^ the liquid any appreciable dis-
tance. Tfaerefore tbe only air wfaicfa migfat come out of solution 
Would be that dissdved in a tfain layer of liquid adjoining the 
bubble surface. This ainount is so small that the pressure in 
tbe b u l ^ would of neeesdty be less tfaan a millimeter óf mercuiy 
during the most of its life. The pressure can be estimated roughly 
by dividing the voliune of air at atmospheric pressure dissolved 
in the liquid layer A f i ^ tbiek adjacent to the bubble, by the 
volume of the bubble iteelf. I f it is assumed that air-saturated 
water at atmospheric pressure contains 2 per cent of air by vol-
ume, the pressure in tfae bubble of radius R is 

P A 0.06 
Ä 

Since the individual air bubbles must be very small because of tho 
low-concentration of the dissolved air, it is difficult to 'mftginft 
their migrating any appreciable ^stance tfarough the liquid in the 
O.QdZa sec availaUe for growtfa to the majdmUm bubble diameter. 
If Ai£ is estimated to be 0.001 in,, tbe pressure becomes 

p^ = 0,0004 atm = 0.3 mm Hg 

Another posdbi l i^ is that the bubble might contain water 
vapor but at a pressure mucfa lower tfaan tbe equilibrium pressure 
corresponding to the average temperature of the flow (0.39 psi 
at F ) . However, phydcal measurements obtained from pres-
sure-distribution models show that wfaen tfae cavitation voids 
touch,the body and are large enough to cover some of the piezome-
ter openings, the pressure in these voids is appronmately equal 
to tibe vapor pressure'of the liquid. If this is a c t u ^ y the ease m 

all cavitation bubbles, such as the one under consideration, then 
liquid must be evaporated during the growth period. If a por-
tion of the surrounding liquid evaporates into the bubble, it must 
secure the necessaiy heat of vaporization to do sa The only 
available source of heat is in the heat of the liquid layer immedi-
atdy surrounding the bubble. Because of tbe extremely sh<nt 
time avEÙIable for beat transfer, the effective thickness, of this 
layer must be very small. On the other-baud, if tbe temperature 

the surface l a ^ of liquid falls very far, the pressure in tfae 
bublde must decreaœ appredably, since It is diffîcult to iimttgimft 
faow tbe vapor pressure in an expandier bubble can be greater 
tfaan that correspondtng to tfae temperature of the surface layer 
of the liquid. 

The tt^nnal condderations just outiined sugxest the desira-
bility of some rough calculations to determine whether enough 
vaporization is pfaydcally posdble to mmntain tfae pressure in 
the bubble near the vapor pressure of the liquid, Tfaraefore 
çcmiputations faave been made on tbe following assumptions: 

(a) The vapor pressure in tiie bubble is in equilibrium witb 
the temperature of tbe surface layer of liquid. 

(6) The vapor to fiill the bubÜe is produced by the evaporation 
of a uniform thin layer over the surface. 

(c) The necessary beat for this evaporation comes from tbe 
heat of tfae liquid of a shdl of uniform thickness surrounding tfae 
babble. 

Tha temperature of tbe inside surface of this shell is assumed to 
be the temperature corresponding to tfae vapor pressure m tbe 
bubble, and tfae temperature of tfae outside of tfae shell is the 
average tunnel tenperature. The thickness of the shell whicfa 
niUBt be evaporated to fiill tbe bubble witb vatpor is equal to the 
volume of tfae bubble di^ded by tbe product of the bubble sur-
face and the ratio of the specific voluïnes of tbe vapor to the 
liquid. The ratio of the thickness of tfae outer shell wfaicfa fur-
nishes tfae heat to evaporate this Uquid to the thickness of the 
evaporated layer is equal to ths faeat of vaporization divided by 
the average temperature drop of this outer shell. Thus 

A ß . 

4 . Ä . 

ÈË: I i 
R ° 3 7 , 

S F , 

and 

ß 

AR, g . 

where 

R 

Rff 
n 

H , 
Tj,. 

radins of bubble 
thickneaa of evaporated shell 
thickness of shell furnishing fa^t 
specific volume of vapor 
spedfic volume of l ^ u i d 
heat of vaporization 
temperature of undisturbed liquid 
equilibrium temperature of liquid corresponding to 

pressure in bubble 

For tfae bubble shown in Fig. 6, was 72 F . If the vapor in tbe 

bubble 

70,000, S , = 1050. Therefore 

is assumed to be 10 F below tfais, i.e., 62 F , =^ 
' It 
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A g . 

R ' 

A f i g 

R 

210,000 

. 1 10Ö0 1 

1000 210,000 5 

^ ^ e n the bubble has grown to maximum size, Bo = 0.15 in,, 
hence 

A B , = 7 X lO-ï in. 

A B j , = 1.5 X 10-* in. 

Tfaese thicknesses :are so snudl tbat tiie evaporative process ap7 
pears, very plaudblë even in face of the short time of growth and 
much-more plausible tiian the evdution and migration of minute 
air bubbles through a layer of liquid 7 tiines as thick as the heat-
i i ^ shell. Furthermore tbe vapor pressure corresponding, to 
F is 0.019 atmosphere, wfaich is 47 times greater than th* 
atmoEfpbere calculated for the air migrati<m from the O.OOl-in-
thick diell. 

A Ëirtfaer inspection of the pressure-distribution diagram yields 
some additional facts. As previously stated, point A diould be 
the point at which the bubble first appears. Point B should 
be the point of the tir<ftTTiTn,iTn rate of bidïble growth. Up to this 
point tfae outward radial velodty of tfae bubble surface should 
have increased. Here the ACcderatiOn should reverse, ie . , the 
rate of growth should slow down. Note, however, tha<t the 
growtb should continue until the radial kinetic energy m ex-
pended in worldly against the pressure difference. Thiis, tbe 
point of maxtbram bubble diamdier should be downstream from 
point B. At the point of the maximum bubble diameter, the 
liquid no longer has any kinetic^ergy witfa r^pect to the center 
of tfae. bubble. However, tfae ktnetic energy bas been depended 
in a conservative manner, i.e., it faas done work against tfae pres-
sure difference and against the surface tendon. The point of 
xytayiptKij.'nj diameter is not' an equilibrium condition, tbe bubble 
starts to collapse immediatdy. If in F ^ . S the bubble size is 
coiiQjared with tbe pressure-distribution diagram, it wil l be seen 
that at least qualitatively tfae foregoing deductions agree with 
the observations. 

BiM)U CoUapse. A l l of the factors investigated during :biü>hle 
growth must be conddered during the collapse period. In ex-

amining this collapse, it migfat be well to state ext^idtly an as-
sumption that is implicit m the previous discussion. The fluid 
system is tfaougfat of not as a purdy mechanical one, but-as a 
tfaexmodynamn: one as well. Two sources of energy have been 
conddered dürii^; tfae bubble growth, tfae mecfaanical energy pres-
ent^ as a result of the motion of the fluid, and tbe tfa^rnial energy 
made avaUable by a change in temperature of tfae liquid. It was 
assumed that none of the meefaaiiical energy was transferred from 
tfae liquid to tfae gas. During the collapse period it may not be 
posdble to ayoid considering energy interchange between the 
liquid and the gas and vapor in tiie bubble. The coUapse period 
begins at the maximum diameter of tfae bubble. A t this point 
the vapor may be assumed to be in thermal equilibrium witb the 
inner surface of the liquid which is at a lower temperattu« than 
that of the surrounding Uquid. Tfae progress of the collapse fiph 

^nisbes tfae mechanism for ctnnpressing tfae vapor in the bubble, 
titus raising its temperature above the surfaoe of tfae liquid and re-
versing the temperature gradient, wfaich provides a means for 
carrying away the heat of conc^nsation. 

It will be seen from Fig. 9 that tfae rate of collapse is condder-
ably higher than the growtfa; consequentiy tfae rate of condensa-: 
tion must be similarly increased. Furtfaermore, aa the bubble 
gets smidler, tfae tfaickness of the shell of surrounding liquid, 
whose temperature has been raised by the heat of condensation, 
increases appredably. Both factors require corresponding, jn-
ereases in the tempera.tûre difference between the vapor and the 
ayerage- temperature of tfae liquid. Tfaia is easily ayaflable 
when the bubble hae grown small because the necessary energy 
for oompressiog and r i s i ng the temperature of the vapor can fc« 
taken from tfae kinetic energy of tfae surrounding liquid. 

Fig. 10 is a plot of the radial velodty of tbe bubble surfaoe 
dming the collapse period. It is seen that this vdodty increases 
very rapidly as the bubble become small. The accuracy of the 
calculation is limited by the fflô>eriinental measurements. Tfae 
points show the consecutive frames of the photographic record., 
In tfae final collapse and initial rebound phases, tfae readings are 
too far apart even t f a o i ^ they are separated by only V2o,ooo sec. 
For tfais reason, an attempt is bdng made to increase the photo-
graphic rates to at least 50,000 per sec. 

In analyzlagthe mecfaanism of coUapse and rebound, it is neces .̂ 
sary to explain wfaat happens to the kinetic energy of the licpiid. 
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Knee tfaere is no apparent way of dissipating this energy, i t must 
be assumed to be stored in some other form when the bubble is 
completdy collapsed. The very fact tfaat rebound occurs and 
tfae cavity reopens to nearly the same size as the original maxi-
mum radius is strong evidence that tfae kinetic energy was stored 
and g?rven back essentially imdiminisfaed. Several possible meth-
ods of storing tbe energy suggest themselves. The most proba-
ble eneigy storage is in the compression of the liquid itself. 
Other pofidble ways are in the energy of compreadon of the non-
condensable gas or the vapor in the bubble. However, as vrill 
be shown later, storage of a major part of the energy in the gas 
or vapor leads to impossible values of p r ^ u r e and volume. The 
storage of the energy in tfae liquid is accomplisfaed by the common 
'-Srater-hammer" phenomenon. This method of energy storage 
permits tfae development of extremdy high localized pressures. 
If particles of the liquid from oppodte ddes of the bubble are 
assumed to fait each other and come to rest, the resultant pressure 
may be estimated by the normal water-iiammer calculations pro-
vided that tfae velodty of tfae liquid (K), at tbe time of impact 
is known. Tfae resulting pressure is given by the simple water-
hainmer equation 

P ~ 
pcV 

144 

P = pressure, psi 
c = velodty of sound in liquid, fps 

If values for e and p for cold water are substituted in.the equation, 
this becomes 

P = 6 5 7 

It must be remembered that this water-hammer equatum is 
derived on tbe basic concept that the kinetic energy of a given 
element of moving liquid is stored within that same element in 
elastic compression when the element is brought to rest. This 
concept explains the "rebound" or re-formation of the bubble 
after collapse. Since there is no way to hold the liquid in a com-
pressed condition after the inward radial velocity bas been re-
duced to zero, tfae stored elastic energy goes into producing out-
ward radial vdodty . Since there has been notfaing to cause ap-
preciable energy loss,, the bubble sfaould grow to ita original size 
at the same rate it collapsed, provided tfaat the sturounding 
pressure remained constant. This cycle of growth and coUapae 
should continue indefinitdy, ActuaUy, losses through fluid 
Mction or possibly heat conduction, damp tfais oscillation. The 
photographic records show dearly that many bubbles go through 
4 or 5 cydes before final decay. The pressure d i a g r ^ shows 
that, except for tfae original formation period, the rest of the 
life of tfae bubble occurs in a relativdy constant pressure field-

It is interesting to compare tbis measured faistory of an actual 
bubble with tfae analyais presented by Rayleigh in his dassical 
paper* of 1917. He considered the coUapse of an empty spherical 
bubble in an incompresdble fluid faaving a conatant pressure at 
infinity. He equated tfae kinetic energy of tbe resulting motion 
of tbe fiuid to tbe work done at mfinity by the constat pressure 
actit^ through a chau^ of volume equal to the change of bubble 
volume. He obtained expresdons for tbe Velodty of the bubble 
surface as a function of tbe radius, for the time of coUapse, for the 
acceleration of a point on the suriace, and for tfae pressure dis-
tribution in the surrounding flmd. He also calculated tfae be-
havior of the bubble if it were filled with a gas at an arbitrary 
pressure ät the beginning of collapse, on the assumption of iso-

*"On the Pressure Developed in a Liquid During the CoUapse 
of a Spberical C a v ^ , " hy Lord Rayleigh, Philcaophical Magazine, 
voL 34, 1917, pp. 94-98 (see Appendix). 

thernml compresdon. This induded an e x p r ^ i o n for the ratio 
of imtial to final Volume of tfae bubble if ^1 of tfae kinetic energy 
of the incompresdble fluid was stored in compreadng the gas. 
Finally, he cdculated tfae pressure («"oduced if an empty bub-
ble collapsed on an absolutely rigid sphere of arbitrary radius. 
Here fae abandoned tfae assmnption of an incompressible fluid, 
but only after contact with the rigid sphere. He found the re? 
suiting pressure to be given by the water-hammer equation. 

f l g . 11 shows a cornpariscm of the Rayleigh prediction for the 
empty bubble with the measured radiùs versus time for the col-
lapse of the bubble in Fig . fi. It is f d t tbat the agreement is 
quite remarkable. In the calculation, the pressure acting is as-
sumed to be tfae pressure at the tunnd wall minus tbe vapor 
pressure of the water. Rayleifdi's derii^tion permits of sudi a 
constant bubble pressure. The curve in Fig . 12 is Rayldgh's 
calculated velodty of the surface as a function of the time 
measured from tbe beginning of collapse, Tbe points shown are 
the dope of the measured curve in Fig. 11. The deviations of 
the measured from tbe pre(Ucted curves are in the rigfat direction 
to agree with pfaydcal conditions. Rayldgb assumed no energy 
storage up to the instant of complete collapse, because up to that 
instant he assumed an incompresdble fluid. Actually, tfaere ia 
some energy storage, especially in tfae last st ï^es, in the liquid and 
also in the gas or vapor in th« bubble. A l l of tiiis energy storage 
reduces the work available for increadng the velodty; hence the 
collapse time must be longer. 

In a previous section of this paper it was estimated tfaat the 
amount of air available would fill tfae bubble to a pressure of 
0.0004 atm at maximum diameter. If a l l of tfae kinetic energy 
of the liquid wGse to be stored in this air by isothermal ooin-
presdon, Rayleigh's calculations indicate a required compresdon 
ratio of 4 X 10», or-a radius ratio of 7.3 X 10*. The initial 
radius of the actual bubble was 0.140 in. l l i i s means the com-
pressed air bubble would be 2 X 10~" in. diam and would have 
a pressure of 1.6 X 10" atm. Obvioudy, tfais is impossUje since 
the-energy could a l l be stored in tfae liquid at a mucfa lower pres-
sure. It seems most probable that the es^rgy >a stored in com-
presdon in all three fluids, i.e., liquid, vapor, and gas, and that tbe 
compression processes of the vapor and the gas lie between tbe 
anabatic and the isothermal. 

Camtaiion Damage.^ A t the beginniQg of this discussion it 
was stated tiiat tfae objective of tfais investigation is the study 
of tbe mecfaanism of cavitation and not of cavitation dainage. 
However, there are a few tentative condusions which can be 
formulated conceming certain phases of cavitation damage on 
the basis of the results obtained to date. It haa been seen that 
the Ty)«-yin:»um collapse velodty of the cavitation bubble is con-
troUed by (1) tfae maximum bubble size, and (2) the pressure 
difference existing between the surrounding fluid and the bubble. 
Factore which affect the maximum bubble S I M are the length 
of the zone in wfaicfa bubble growth occurs, tfae average vdod ty 
of flow, and the velodty component normal to the guiding sur-
face. The len^b of tfae zone is determined by the aire a i d the 
sfaape of the guiding surface tfaat is respondble for the cavita-
tion. This alone wotdd indicate that tfaere sfaould be a scale 
effect in cavitation damage. Consider, for e x ^ p l e , two shapes 
geometrically similar but differing in size. If the velodty-of flow 
past these two.slopes is the same, the pressure and also the cavi-

• No bibliography of oavitati<«i literature ia mduded in this paper 
because many exbaUative lista have already been published. One 
of the most recent of these will be found in tfae paper by A . J . Stepa-
noff, "Cavitation in Centrifugd Pumpsi" Trans. A S M E , vol. 67, 
1946, p. 539. Another which refers psû-ti'oularly to cavitatipn dam-
age, but includes much work on oavitatdon, ia contained in the book 
on "Werkstoffierstöruug d u r ^ Kavitation" hy Nowotny, published 
by V,D. I . Vertag, 1942, and reprinted by X W . Edwards, Ann 
Arbor, Mich., 1946. 
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tatàon p ä r ^ e t e r , K, at corresponding points wil l be identical. 
If one shape is twice as large as the other, tfae length of the forma-
tion zone wil l be t ^ c e as long, wliicfa means that since tbe 
velocities are tbe same, tbe bubble sfaoiild grow under the same 
A s s u r e difference for twice as long a time; hence it should be 
larger. The two bubbles wiU coUapse under identical pressure 

conditions; hence tfae final coUapàng velocity wi l l be faigher for 
the larger bubble. Thus cavitation damage may be expected 
to increase in severity with increase in EÖze. A àmilar line of 
reasonii^ leads to the conclusion tbat if the flow velocity is m-
creased over a given surface while tbe flow pressure is adjusted to 
keep the cavitation parameter K constant, tfae collapiàng ve-
locity, and hence thé cavitation, damage, will Increase. Both 
of these conclusions are contrary to tbe concept that the cavitit-
tion parameter alone detennines the severity of cavitation dam-
age. 

These two cases deal with similar geometric shapes. As a third 
case, consider two different shapes whioh, however, have tbe same 
incipient cavitation parameter. IF these are operated at tbe 
same velocity but at a lower cavitation' parameter identical for 
botfa shapes, tfae cavitation damage may be quite different. If 
the velocity component of the flow normal to and away from the 
surface of one shape is lower than that of tfae other, the maximum 
bubble size for tbe sfaapie having the lower nonnal velocity com-
ponent should be smaller and the damage less. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

In conclusion, tfae aiitbors wish to empfaasize that the foregoiiig 
interpretation of tfae experimental measurements of the life tus-
tory of a cavitation bubble is only a tentative presentation of the 
simplest possible case, i.e., a bubble which forms and collapses 
without interference from other bubbles. A n examination of the 
photographic record ^ w s that tfais is a relatively rare occur-
rence; mora often clusters of bubbles fonn and collapse very olcse 
together. ' In many of the records it is obvious that the collapse 
of one bubble has a major effect on tbe coUapse of its neig^ibor. 
Furthermore, as the severity Of the cavitation is increased, tfae 
bubble concentration builds up very rapidly, so that rarely if ever 
can a single bubble be seen to form and collapse without inter-
ference. A n inspection of tbe records indicates that the presence 
of many bubbles offers complicatii^ factors. Thus the most 
this discussion can represent is the first short step in the correla-
tion of this new supply of expérimentai facts with, tfae analysis of 
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the physical mechanism óf the cavitation phenomenon. It ia 
zegretted that time has not permitted the presentation of a more 
ccHnplete comparison of the laboratory results with the various 
analytical descriptions of the cavitation jxrocess which are to be 
fotmd in tfae literature. Siicfa comparison will be included in tfae 
çext step in the development of tfae cavitation program of tfae 
laboratory. 

A C K N O W L B D O M E N T 

This program is being canied on in tfae Hydrodynamics Labo-
ratory of the California Institute of Technology as a part of a 
research pi-oject which is being sponsored jointly by tfae Researcfa 
and Development Division of the Bureau of Ordnance and the 
Fluid Mechanics Section of the Ofiice of Naval Research, botfa 
of the U . S. Navy. Practically every member of the laboratory 
staiF has contributed substantially to the e:q)eriménts which fur-
nish tlie basia of this paper. In additioia, special appreciation 
is due to Haskell Shapiro and his staff who are respMjnsible for the 
development and operation of tfae high-speed flash lamps, and 
to Hugh S. Bell and Donald Peterson for tfae pfaotogr&pfay and 
particularly for tfae development and perfection of metfaods of 
making projectionable motion-picture-fllm strips from the original 
fai^-speed pictures. 

Appendix 
In 1917 Lord Rayleigfa presented lus classical paper* on tfae 

pressure development in a liquid during tbe coUa^se of a spheri-
cal cavity. Since this paper is not regularly accessible to the 
engineer, a brief summary of it wlU be presented l^re. 

Rayleigh quotes Besant's formulation of the problem: " A n 
Infinite mass of homogeneous incompi'eBsible fluid acted upon by 
no forces is at rest, and a spherical portion of the fiuid is suddenly 
annihilated; it is required to find the instantaneous alteration of 
pre^ure at-any point of the mass, and tbe time LD which the cavity 
wül be fiUed up, the pressure at an infinite distance being sup-
posed to remain constant." Rayldgh first sets up an expression 
for tfae velocity u, at any distance r, whicfa is greater than R, 
the radius of the cavity wall, tfaat faas a velocity Ü, at time t. It is 

u/U = R'/r'. • Xl] 

Next, tfae expression for the kinetic energy of the entire body of 
fluid at time (, is developed by integrating tfae kinetic energy of a 
concentric fluid sfaell of tfaickness dr, and density p. Tîie result is 

It' 4 « T y r = 2wpü'R'. .[2] 

The work done on the entire body of fluid as the cavity ia col-
lapsing from tfae initial radius, Roto R a a, product of the pres-
sure, P at infinity wid tfae ehäbge in volume of tfae cavity, i,e. 

[8] 

Since tfae fluid is incompressible, al l of the work done must ap-
pear as kinetic energy. Therefore Equation [2] can be equated 
to Equation [3], which gives 

Î7« ^ f S - i Y [41 

An expression for tbe time i , required for tbe cavity to collapse 
from Äo to Ä can be obtained from Equation [4] by substituting 
for the velocity V, of the boundary, its equivalent dA/df, and 
perforoaog tbe necessary integration. This gives 

TtHR éi: 
[6] 

Tbe new symbol ß, is Ä/Äo- The time r, of complete collapse is 
obtained if Equation [5} is evduated for f9 » 0. For this special 
case the integration may be performed by means of r functions 
witfa the result that r becomes 

-Va. . 0.91468 i2o [6] 

Rayleigh does not integrate Equation [5] for any other value of 
ß. In the (tetailed study of the time history of tlw coUapm of a 
cavitation bubble, it is convenient to have a solution of a l l viJues 
between 0 and 1. Fig. 13 sxxà Table 1 give the value of this in-
tegral over this range. 

î S 

1 

P i a . I S I N T B O B A L F O B DaTBBHistiNa T m E o r P A B T I A L C O L L A F R B 
A S F U N C T I O N O P R A D I U S R A T I O 

TABLE I VALUES OF THE INTEGRAL OF EQUATION [5] 
f l ß»/idß 

ß Jß (1 —/Ï*)V» ß J (1 _ ßt)xn 
0.000 0.74684 0.600 0.62916 
0.040 0.74671 0.640 0.60676 
0.080 0.74611 0.680 0.68133 
0.120 0.74484 0.720 0.66240 
o.ieo 0.74274 0.760 0.61936 
0.200 0.73967 0.800 0.481ZS 
Q.2«0 0.78SS2 0.840 0.43684 
0.280 0.78016 0.860 0.41159 
0.320 0.72849 0.880 0.3^80 
0.360 0.71639 0.900 0.35285 
0.400 0.70676 0.920 0.31782 
0.440 0.69443 0.940 0.27716 
0.480 0.68129 0.960 0..22786, 
0.520 0.66616 0.980 0.16220 
0.5^ 0.64886 1.000 O.OCKIOO! 

Equation [4] shows that as R decreases to 0, tbe velocity U in-
creases to infinity. In order to avpid tbrä, Rayleigh calculates 
wfaat would happen if> instead of having zero or constant pressure 
within the cavity, tfae cavity is filled witfa a gas which is com-
pressed isotfaermally. In sucfa a case,' tfae external work done on 
thé system as given by Equation [3].is equated to the sum of 
the Idnetic energy of the liquid given by Equation [2], and the 
work Qf conpression Qf the gas, wfaicb. is 4QRi* iogkißa/R), wfaere 
Q is tfae initial pressure of tbe gas. Thus Equation [4] is re-
placed l?y 

2P /BO» a 2*3 Ro* . Bo • , „ 
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For any real (i.e., positive) value of Q, the cavity wil l not collapse 
completely, but U wil l come to 0 for a finite value of R. If Q 
is greater than P, tbe fixst movement of the boundary is outward. 
The limiting size of the cavity can be obtained by setting Ü = 0 
in Equation .17], which gives 

Qlogaz = 0. .[8] 

in whidi z denotes tfae ratios of tfae volumes RQ'/R\ Equation 
[8] indicates that the radius oecUlates between the initial value' 
Ä 0 and another wfaicfa is detennined by the ratio P/Q from this 
equation. Although Rayleigfa presents tfais example only for 
isotfaermal compression, it is obvious tfaat any other thermo-
dynaonc process may be assumed for the case in the cavity and 
equations analogous to Equation [7] may he formiUated. 

As another interesting aspect of the bubble collapse, Rayleigh 
calculates the pressure fleld in the liquid surrounding the bubble, 
reverting to the empty cavity of zero pressure. He sets up the 
radial acceleration as the total diflra^ntial of tbe liquid velocity 
w, at radius r, witfa respect to time, equates tfais to the radial 
pressure gradient divided by the density, and integrates to get 
the pressure at any point iu the liquid. Hence 

a, = — 
du Su Su 

« — 
St Sr 

1 pp 

P ir ' 
m 

Expreœion for ~- and u —• as functions of R and r are obtained 
*^ St Sr 

from Equations [1] and (4], the partial diflerentials of Equation 
[1], with respect to r and t, and the partial (üfferential of Equa-
tion [4], with respect to t. Substituting these expressions in 
Equation [9] yields 

R r ( 4 z - 4 ) i e ^ _ " 

P Sr 3r»L 
B y integration tfais becomes 

(4z — 4)Ä« 
ÖL 

which gives 

[10] 

[11] 

3r* 
( z - l ) . .[12] 

The pressure distribution in the liquid at the instant of release is 
obtained by substituting Ä = Äo in Equation 112], which gives 

[13] 

Tbe point of maximum pressure may be foimd by settmg dp/dr 
equal to zsro in Equation [10]. This gives a maximum value for 
p when 

r „ ' _ 4E - 4 
RS ° z — 4' 

[14] 

If this value for r „ is substituted back into Equation [12], the 
maximum value of p is obtained 

[15] 

If this equation is inspected it will be seen that so long as z is lesa 
than 4, the second term of the equation is negative; faence p^ax 
and tfaerefore all other pressures in the liquid are less than P at 
infinity; but when z exceeds 4, then pmoi becomes greater than-

P. The radial location of pmn is given by Equation [14]. Afl 
the cavity approaches complete collapse, z becomes great and 
Equations [14] and [15] may be approjdraated by 

r„ = 4'/»Ä = 1.587 fe... ..[16] 

and 

Pm 

P 

g o " 

4*/»Ä*' 
.[17] 

Équation [ 16] sfaows that as the cavity becomes very small, tiie 
pressure in the liquid near the boundary becomes very great in 
spite of tfae fact that the pressure at tbe boundaryis always zero. 
Altfaougfa Rayleigfa does not mention it, tfais would su^xest tfae 
possibiUty tfaat some energy can be stored in compressing the 
liquid wfaicfa would add an additional term to Equation [7]. Of 
course tfais would mean that the assumption of incompressibillty 
would have to be abandoned for tfae entire calculation. This, 
however, would not cfaange the physical concepts involved. 
Rayleigfa himself abandons the assumption of the incompressible 
fluid to consider what happens i f tbe cavity collapses on an 
absolutely rigid sphere of radius R, as proposed by his corre-
spondence to M r . Oook. However, he abandons the supposition 
of incqmpressibUity only at the instant that the cavity waU conies 
in contact witfa tfae r i ^ d sphere. From that instant on he makes 
the assumption common to all water-hammer calculations tbat 
the kinetic energy of each particle of fluid is cfaanged to elastic 
energy of deformation of tfae same particle as detennined by tfae 
volume modulus of elasticity of tbe fluid. On this basis fae ob-
tained 

2E 2'^ 3 Vß' / 3 

[18] 

wfaere P' is tfae instantaneous pressure on the surface of the rigid 
sphere and E is tfae volume modulus of elasticity. Both must be 
expressed in the same units. 

Discussion 
X M . RoBBSTBON* A.ND DoNALD R08S.' Thxs paper is ao 

important contribution to the meager fund of knowledge of tfae 
mechanism of cavitation. Tfae a-uthors' development of tech-
niques of superhigh-speed photography lias made avàUable an 
extremely useful tool for tfae study of tfae life of a cavitation 
bubble. Fig. 3 of tfae paper ülustrates the mzumer in whicfa 
knowledge of oa,vitation phenomena has increased with camera 
speed. The analysis of the growtfa and collapse of a aingle 
bubble, as presented in this paper, is in itself a major contribu-
tion to tfae subject. As more bubbles are analyzed and faigb^' 
camera speeds ore attaiaed, more and more of the mysteries of 
cavitation wil l be dispelled. 

By showing tfaat the partial pressure of the air in the cavity is 
much smaller than the actual bubble pressure, tfae authors dem-
onstrate that the gas in the bubble is primarily water vapor. 
This fact, which heretofore had only been surmised, should not 
be interpreted as indicating that air plays an üisignificant role in 
the cavitation process. The cavitation studied by the authors 
was in water saturated with air at atmospheric pressure. In the 
case of the particular body studied, tfaere waa an appreciable 
distance preceding the cavitation region in whicfa the pressure 
was below atmospheric and in wfaicfa undissolved air bubbles 

• Associate Professor of Civil Engineei^g; Ordnance ReBearch 
Laborator;'', Pennsylvania Stato College, State College, Pa. Jun. 
A S M E . 

' Assistant Professor, Ordnanoa Research Laboratory, Fenneylvania 
State College. State College, Fa. 
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could expand and dissolved air could come out of solution. Thus 
at the start of the cavitation region a number of air bubbles should ' 
have been avïûlable to act as nnclei for the formation of vapor 
cavities. The manner in which the bubble grows at the start 
of tfae caidtation region, as depicted in Figs. 8 and 9, would indi-
cate tfaat at tfae start of tfais region it may have had a radius of 
Bevetai thousandths of an inch. 

The air content of the bubble plays an important role during 
the collapse period; since the air cannot lœ redissolved as rapidly 
as tbe water vapor, the bubble must collapse on an air nucleus. 
Tbe minimurn radius at the fest coÜapse is thus primarily a 
function of the äir content of the bubble. Osbome" has sfaown 
that "the abruptness and violence of tfae shock, tbe total acoustic 
e n e i ^ produced and its frequency distribution are all faighly de-
pendent on the size of the residual air bubble around which the 
cavity collapses." The effectiveness of air in cushioning the 
cavitation shock is well known. It would be informative to 
know how tfae autfaors' results woidd be cfaanged, if deaerated 
instead of saturated water were employed. • The lack of air 
would not prevent cavitation, but its inception would be re-
tarded. B r i g ^ , Johnson, and Mason* have found tbat "when 
liquids are degassed, their natural cohesive pressure becomes 
effective and they will withstand a negative acoustic pressure." 
When air nuclei are absent, cavitation rupture is a molecular 
process, and tfae time tfae fluid elemmit is in tbe negative pressure 
region is a very important factor. In tests made witfa model 
propellers at the David Taylor Model Basin," and corroborated 
by one óf the writers at the M . I , T . Propeller Tunnel, the critical 
pressure for the inception of cayitation was found to decrease 
with a reduction of air content. In an experinwnt in whicfa the 
time in the negative pressure region was quite short, Numachi*' 
found the critical pressure to be greatly affected by gas content. 
The critical pressure was found to be approximately vapor pres-
sure with air-saturated water, while it was minus an atmosphere 
(absolute) with partially deaerated (fistilled water. The differ-
ences in the characteristics of the cavitation of tfae bodies, sfaown 
in Fig. 5 of the paper, can possibly be explained in terms of tfae 
time available for tbe formation of air nuclei before tfae fluid 
elements reach tfae cavitation region. Tfais effect could be 
studied by cavitation measurements on several body shapes 
at (USerent scales and with different air contents of tfae water. 

WiLHEiuu S P A N N H A K E . ' * T M S admirable paper adds much to 
our present knowledge of cavitation even though the authore se-
lected for I n v e s t i t i o n , as they state, on ly the simplest mani-
festations of the very complex phenomena they observed through-
out a wide range of geometrical conditions and stages of cavita-
tion. Specifically, they selected for study a situation which 
showed individual bubbles successively produced and ^)aced 
far enough apart so that from time to time some could be foimd 
wbich throughout their life history were not seriously affected by 
interference from other bubbles. 

The possibUity of maintaining a more or less stable stage of 

8 "Tfae Shock Produced by a Collapsing Cavity in Water," by 
M , P. M . Osbom©. Trans. A S M E , vol. 69, 1947, pp. .253-266. 

• "Properties of liquids at H i ^ Sound PressurêB," by H . Briggs, 
J . B . Johnson, and W. P. Mason, Joumal of the ÄeotiaHcal Society of 
America, vol. 19,1947, pp. 664-677. 

10 "Design, Operation, and Maintenance of a Meter for Recording 
the Att Content of Waiter in the David Taylor Model Basin Water 
Tunnels," by A. Borden, David Taylor Model Basin Report S49, 
Deramber, 1946, 

" '.'Translation and Commentary on F. Numachi's Articles on 
The Effect of Air Content on the Api>earanoe of Cavitation in Dis-
tilled Salt, and Sea Water,' " Ordnance Keseardi Laboratory Re-
port, Serial No. NOrd 7958-27, August 1, 1946. 

11 Techniscfae Hocfasohule Karlamfae, Baden, American Zone. Con-
tractée Ü. S. Navy. 

cavitaition depends apparentiy upon the sfaape of tfae boundary 
surfaces against which cavitation occurs, or rather on the pres-
sure distribution of the original flow pattern. This possibUity 
wUl be seen from Fig, 5(a, 6, and c) of thsi paper. 

It is extremely interesting to notice tfaat the same stage as 
in Fig. 6(c), showmg distinctly separated bubbles, faas been ob-
tained recently at tfae David Taylor Model Basin in a small 
Venturi tube witfa circular cross section and a very sligfat longi-
tudinal curvature in tfae throat, togetfaer witb a small angle of 
divergence in the expantüig passage. To a certain depiee tfais 
case corresponds hydrodynamicaUy to Fig. 5(c).' 

On the other hand, tfae authors niention that in other cases 
many complex groups of bubbles are formed in which the indi-
vidual bubbles interact in eitfaer tfae formation or the collapse 
stages, as seems to be shown in Fig . 5(a), where the curvature of 

.the nose of tfae body is sfaarper and consequentiy tfaere are 
greater pressure differences along the surface. 

Hera tfaere should be recalled the results obtained in 1933 aad 
1934 at the cavitation test stand of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology." 

These tests were made with a Venturi tube óf rectangular cross 
section, and with botfa the longitudinal curvature in tfae throat 
and tfae angle of divergence in tfae expanding passage greater titan 
in the circular tube mentioned as used at tfae Model Basin. Tfaus 
from the geometrical point of view and to a certain extent from 
the hydrodynamical point of view, this arrangement corresponds 
to tfae case of Fig. 5(a). During tfae tests at M.I .T . , jnetures 
were taken with a frequency of 3000 exposures per see. No 
individual bubbles could be seen, but large cavita.tion volumes ap-
peared separated from one anotfaer by conipact volumes of water 
having rather definite outlines. Tfae cavitation volumes aad 
the intervening volumes of water wore formed with a definite 
periodicity, and tfae cavitation volume collapsed as a wfaole 
when compressed between t l ^ alternate masses of water. Water 
completely flÛed the expanding passage after tiie collapse of the 
cavitation volume and was continuous with the water in the re-
gion of restored higher pressure. Tfae writer beUeves tbat if the 
pictures had been taken witb sufficientiy higher frequency it is 
possible that individual bubbles and groups of bubbles would have 
been seen also in this case, and that the bubble groups would in 
turn be interacting and forming the large cavitation volumes. 

The' frequency of formation ƒ, and collapse of the cavitation 
volumes turned out to be in direct proportion to tfae veloraty v, in 
tfae Venturi tfaroat and inversely in proportion to the distance 
I, over which the complete cavitation pfaenomenon extended. 
The dimensioniesB expression 

V 

was the same for geometrically simUar arrangements and for 
hydrodynamicaUy simUar stages of cavitation. 

Considering tfae dlEferent cases described, the writer believes 
that cavitation is always periodical, and that the periodicity is 
always determined merely by tfae hydrodynamical boundary con-
ditions of tfae origmal flow pattern. Tfae formation of bubbles 
cbanges the boundary conditions and mak^ tfae flow unsteady. 
It likewise cfaat^s the pattem in such a way that there is, a rise 
in pressure at the point where cavitation has started, and in this 
way the formation and further development of the cavity is 
stopped untU the original conditions are restored and tbe cycle 
begins again. 

It is tfae writer's understanding tfaat Dr . Knapp and his asso-

la "Progress Report on M.I.T. Cavitation Research," fay J . C. 
Hunsaker, Transactions of the 4th International Congresa' Of Ap-
plied Mechanics, Cambridge, England, Jtme, 1934. 
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elates have under way a systematic investigation of the different 
stages of cavitation to clear up detaUs of this most interesting 
hydrodynamic problem. 

As to the rebound of tfae bubbles wfaich has been observed for 
the first time in these California testa, the writer is not sure that 
this would have occurred faad the air content in tfae water been 
distinctly smaller. This phenomenon reminds one in a way of 
the periodical expansion and compression of laxfsß gas bubbles 
formed by underwater explosions. 

With respect to the dainage done by cavitation, the writer 
believes that this problem cannot be regarded without consider-
ing the îact that even tfae smoothest surface of any material is not 
without slight crevices. These flaws present the weak points 
under the impact of water foUowing the collapse of the bubbles. 
There ia not only the force of the blow striking into the crevices 
but in addition tbe concentration of stresses at tfae sharp corners, 
and so on. On the otfaer faand, it will be of the greatest impor-
tance to fimd out whether the individual bubbles or tfae large 
cavitation volumes do tHe more severe damage to the boundary 
iraUs, 

It seems fitting at this time to recall the memory and do honor 
to the name of tfae late Dr . Foettinger wfao was one of the first to 
envisage tfae nature of cavitation damage. 

I>r. Knapp and his staff are to be congratulated for the out-
standing work reported in tfaia paper. A l l concemed witfa cavi-
tation wi l l look forward to further results with the greatest 
interest. 

A . J . S T B P A N O F F . ^ * Although considerable progress has been 
made in tbe last two decades in understanding cavitation in hy-
draulic machinery, tbe price to avoid or alleviia,te cavitation is 
still high. Paxt of this cost is due to the factor of ignorance. 
Any furthér progress in cavitation study without a knowledge of 
the mecl)anism of cavitation is w:ell-nigh impossible. 

Although the authors' study was confined to the life history of 
a bubble, its results are important from the practical point of 
view. It gives size and time scale of proceedings, which permits 
estimation of tfae tfaermodynaime process during tbe birth and 
coUapse of tfae bubble. Tfais io turn may lead to an estiination of 
faow any liquid otfaer tfaan water wil l behave under cavitation 
conditions. The bubble reappearance as a result of an elastic 
water impact, never suspected before, may serve as an explana-
tion of tfae appearance of cavitation pitting in places not expected. 

Lack of exact cavitation knowlec^ faas resulted in a variety 
of opinions às to tfae importance of several factors on conditions 
leading to cavitation in pumps and turbines. Tfaus some pump 
engineers evaluate tfaeir cavitation data in terms of absolute 
velocity through tfae hnpeller eye, others uso relative velocity, 
and some use the peripheral velocity. Sti l l anotfaer group uses 
tfae square root of the product of the radial and peripheral ve-
locities. SimUarly, tfae effect of the impeller entiance an^e on 
cavitation is frequently misunderstood. 

In dracribing 'the process of appearance and collapse of tfae 
bubble, tfae autfaors empfaasiae tiie hydrodynamic conditions 
leading to tfae formation of a cavity. The writer can imagine, 
formation and disappearance of vapor bubbles by thermodynamic 
means only without pressure or velocity gradients in tbe surround-
ing liquid. If tfae ambient temperature is brought locally to tfae 
corresponding boiling pressure, vapor bubbles wUl appear. This 
is a regular boUing process in which no external mechanical forces 
are required to form a bubble, heat doing the work of volume 
expansion. During the collapsing period, temperature-pressure 
eqûUibrium is destroyed, vapor is condensed, and tbe liquid rushes 
mto an empty space. The same is true also during the rebound-

" Development Ëngmeer, IngersoU-Rand Company, Pfaillips-
biu-g, N . J . Mem. A S M E . 

ing process a l t f ao i^ tfae elastic forces of tfae liquid play a more 
conspicuous role. Perhaps the difference is just a matter of 
point of view. Tfae writer prefers to think in terms of thermo-
dynamics of tfae process first because he believes that beat 
exchange limits tbe extent of cavitation. When dealing with 
liquids otfaer tfaan.wuter, the main difference wUl appear in ther-
modynamic properties of the liquid and not in hydrodynamic 
forces. 

The effect of degree of streamlining of the body nose on cavita-
tion, as it appears in Fig. 5 of the paper, is interesting. This is 
contrary to a general belief tfaat a blunt leading edge of inipeller 
vanes is just as good as the hat^et-shaped one. Sucfa a miscon-
ception ori^nated from airfoU tests on air. 

Under conditions of the authors' tests, it is reasonable to as-
sume that all the Idnetic energy of the bubWe collapse is stored in 
the surroundir^ liquid and reappears as kinetic energy again dur-
ing rebirth of the bubble. In hydrauUc macfainery, tiie mini-
mum pressure appears at tfae boundary of the body, and, during 
collapse, a major portion of the energy may be absorbed by the 
body, resulting in noise and vibration. Largie masses, sometimes 
including the supporting stmcture, may take part i n dissipation of 
this energy. Thus rebounding of the bubbles may appear greatiy 
subdued. In connection witb hydrauUc machiuery, opinions 
have been expressed that, if cavitation bubbles appear and col-
lapse in a b o ^ of water and do not contact tfae met^, there is no 
damage to the parts of the machine.^' 

Tbe writer believes that the possibUity of air in tfae vapor cavity 
is not to be excluded. This can happen not by air bubbles break-
ing through into the vapor space, for this tfaey wUl have no 
energy, but by the liquid Vaporizing into the air-bubble space 
wfaen this reaches tbe low-pressure zone. Air liberation from 
water is quite common in hydraulic machinery wfaen pressure 
drops below tfaat of the atmosphere. 

Tfae diff^ence in bubble grouping in tfae autfaors' tests due to 
a difference in elevation of 2 in. si^gests that this difference 
alone (in tfae case of faydraulic machinery) may put a rotor out 
of balance and cause vibration. It is very unlikely that tfae force 
of buoyancy of tfae bubbles could have been responsible to any 
appreciable degree for the bubbles diifting upward due to lack 
of time. 

In their conclusions regarding the effect of scale on cavitation 
'm hydraulic machines of different sizes, tfae autfaors disregard 
tbe effect of Reynolds number. In larger machines, a l l turns 
wUl have larger radU of curvature and can be n ^ t i a t e d by tbe 
liquid witfa less velocity distortion tfaan in a small macliine. 
With the same linear-velocities of flow, centrifogal forces, caus-
ing velocity shifting, are i n v ^ ^ y proportional to the radius of 
curvature. Opinions have been expressed by seyeral authorities 
on water turbines that, under tbe same head and submergence, 
the effects of cavitation are less harmful in the prototype than in 
tfae model." 

There is a great deal of confusion and miaconception about tbe 
flow pattem in a turn or elbow. A study of cavitation under 
such conditions with tbe aid . of fai^-speed pfaotograpfay would 
make an exceUent topic for iovestigation. Most of the channels 
in hydraulic machinery where cavitation occurs are curved. 
There are no clear ideas as to what actually takes place under 
such conditions. What portion of tfae total flow is actuaUy 
vaporized is of interest. Also, wfaether compound liquids, like 
petroleum oüs, would behave similarly to water under caidtation 
conditions. 

Researcfa of this nature is beyond the testing fadlities of the 
industry, and tbe authors and sponsors of tfais project deserve 

» "Centjjfugal and Axial Flow Pumpa," by A . J . Stopanoff, 
John W i l ^ and äons. New York, N . Y . , 1948, p. 248. 

" Ibid., p. 265. 
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credit for tfaeir undertaking and manner in which it was con-
ducted. It is hoped that the authors wil l take fu l l advantage of 
their eqmpment and recent progress in high-speed photography 
(5,000,000 pictures per sec) as recentiy reported." 

A U T H O B S ' C L O S T T B E 

Before oonsideiing tbe specific points raised by the individual 
discussers, the authora wisfa to point out tfaat as more and more 
information becomes available on tfae cfaaracteiistics of cavitation, 
it is becoming more and more apparent tfaat it is no longer possible 
to talk about cavitatitm as a s i n ^ pfaenomenon; instead tfaere 
are certainly a number of different types of cavitation wfaicfa 
vary quite significantiy in their characteristics. The existence 
of these various types of cavitation probably accounts for many 
of the discrepancies which occur in our enpirical knowledge of 
the phenomenon, which in turn have inspired widely different 
interpretations of tbe basic mechanism. As was pointed out in 
the introduction, tbe paper presented only the first experimental 
observations of a single bubble, whiefa was selected as tbe simplet 
pebble case of one particular type of cavitation. In this type, 
the cavity fortos and collapses whUe moving downstream with the 
local velocity of tbe rapidly moving fluid. It is probable that 
many of the points brought out by the discussion apply witfa 
mucfa more force to otfaer types of cavitation, but mice the 
authors have experimental knowledge conceming tfais case and 
not tfae otfaers, tfaeir comments wiU be limited to tbe type pre-
sented. 

Messrs. Robertson and Ross bring out clearly in their inter-
esting discussion the empirical fact tfaat air is known to faave a 
definite ^ e c t on tfae coUapse of certain types of cavitation. 
They tben suggest tbat it is very probable that tbe cavitation 
bubbles discussed by the authors faad for a nucleus an air bubble 
of appreciable size and tfaat this air did effectively cushion tbe 
coUapse of the bubble. Tfaey suggest specificaUy that at the 
b^inning of cavitation when vaporization first starts the tdr-
bubbie nuclei have a radius of several thousandths of an inch. 
The authors feel that air bubbles of this size could not be present 
without having been observed because the lighting used is very 
intense and a bubble of this diameter would be highly reflecting, 
as is evidenced by tfae smaU cavitation bubbles further down-
stream which are so easfly seen both visually and on tfae pboto-
grï^>ba. However, it is interesting to investigate the order of 
magnitude of the effect which might have been produced if such 
an air nucleus had served as a starting point for the bubble whose 
life history was presented. Assume that the bubble radius was 
.005 of an inch, which is the upper imaginabte size tbat could 
have escaped detection in the tunnel. Assume also tbat tbe 
pressure within tfae bubble was in equilibrium with the local 
prraaure in the flowing stream. Thus at the beginning of the 
cavitation zone the air wUl have a pressure of about psia. 
Assume for convenience tfaat this is one psi. This air wiU remain 
in the bubble during expansion and collapse; tfaus wfaen tbe bub-
ble baa collapsed to tbe radius of .005 in., the air wiU be again in 
the same state, arauming that during expansion and coUapse 
to this point the process has been reveraible. Up to tfais point 
aU work terms on the air are negUgible. Tfae work required to 
compress tfais bubble further may be calculated easily. Rayleigh 
assumed an isotfaerxnal process. The authora have indicated a 
possible pressure due to water hammer of approximately 50,000 
psi, assuming an empty bubble. The isothermal work of com-
pressing the air to tfae same pressure is given by the equation 

iu which pi = 1 psi 

K l ^ ^ ' a n d = - = 50,000 
2 Fs pa 

W = piVi log. 
7. 

The solution gives 

TF =• 5 X 10~* inch-pounds 

Now tfae kinetic energy of the water which must be stored at 
collapse in compressing the air and tbe water is given by the 
simple product of tiie volume of the bubble at its ma.'dmum diame-
ter multiplied by the pressure of tbe liquid in tbe collapse 
zone. B y ineasurement the pressure is about 10 psia, tbe diame-
ter is .30 in . Thus tfae kinetic e n e i ^ to be stored is .135 in-
Ib. Therefore, it must be concluded that the effect of this 
amount of air on tfae collapse pressure is negligible since tbe best 
i t could do would be to reduce tfae water-bammer pressure by less 
tban .004 per cent. If tbe compression were Msumed to be adia^ 
batic rather than isothermal, tbe energy stored could be increased 
by a factor of, say, about 400, but this would stiU be uegUgiblc 
and on the other hand would produce tiemendously high tem-
peratures wfaich would be brilUântiy lunùnous, ,an effect com-
pletely contrary to the observations. It might also be noted 
tbat tfae amouot of a ù ia this bubble nucleus is quite smaU as 
compared to tfae amount that the autfaors calculated might.be 
possible witfaia tbe bubble due to coming out of solution the 
sfaeU immediately adjacent to tfae bubble. Tfaus assuming again 
isotii^maJ expansion froni the nucleus to tfae naaximuni; dieaneter 
of the bubble, the partial pressure of the air at maximum diame-
ter would be 2.5 X 10"* atmospheres as compared to the 4 
X 10~* calculated ia tfae original paper. Even the latter amount 
has of course a negligible effect upon tbe collapse pressure. 
Messrs. Robertson and ROss state tfaat "it would be informative 
to know how the autfaora' results would be changed if deaerated 
instead of saturated water were employed." Tfae autfaora are 
in hearty agreement with tfais desire and wisfa to caU attention to 
the fact that as wiU be found in the description of tbe new In-
st^lation of the water tunnel ia the companion paper' provision 
has been made for the control of air content so that just this 
sort of study can and wiU be made. However, it is the present 
im^pression of the authors tbat one of tfae inost inqiortant factora 
is tfae number of air nuclei present ratber tfaan the amount of air 
truly dissolve i n the water. B y air nuclei are meant minute 
undissolved bubbles wbicfa are probably associated with particles 
of BoUd matter found ia tbe water. The number of nuclei may 
or may not be directly proportional to tfae amount of total air 
per unit volume of water. It would appear, at least in the type 
of cavitation under discussion, tfaat the presence of ao air nucleus 
is necessary to permit tfae cavitation bubble to start to form, but 
tbat after formation bas commenced, the role of tbe air is insignifi-
cant. 

The authora are indebted to Dr . Spannbake for a very interest-
ing review of some of tbe significant features of bis classical cavitar 
tion ^[periments. They deplore with him that the profession 
can no longer have tbe benefit of the discussion of Dr . Foettinger, 
the "old master" m tfae field. It is iiuiteed interesting that a 
definite frequency was observed by Dr . Spannhake in fuUy-
de-relopMl cavitation m special Venturi throats. However, it 
would seem to the authora tbat this is due at least partiaUy to 
the interaction between tfae cavitation and the ßaw itsdf, since 
the develppment of the cavitation voids effectively cbanges tfae 
öxiss section of tbe condiut. On tbe other hand, as Prof. Hun-
saker pointed out ia bis report" on this same research, "The 

""Hi^-Speed Camera," Mechanical Engineering, vol. 69. De-
oember, 1947, pp. 1046-1046. 

" "Progress Report ott Cavitation Research ät M J . T . " J . C . 
Hunsaker. Traos'. A S M E , vol. 57, October 1935, p. 423. 
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relation ^ can only be det^xoined wfaen cavitation is weU de-

veloped and L is of substantial magnitude." On tfae other faand, 

as he states further in the same paper, "When cavitation is not 

weU developed and L is but one or two throat diametera, the 
frequency observed is highly irregular " 

A n examination of the records of the authors shows little 
evidence of a predominant frequency; in fact, the evidence is 
quite to the ctmtrary. Not only does tbe period between tbe 
appearance of individual bubbles seem to be variable, but the Ufe 
cycle of each bubble consists not of one fonnation and coUapse 
but a series of them, eacfa of whicfa requires a different lengtfa 
of time. AU of this indicates a wide band of frequencies. It 
should be pointed out that in the authora' experiments the cross 
section of the cavU^ation zone is smaU as compared witfa that of 
tbe tunnel. "ITIUB, Kttiè or no interaction between the cavitation 
and the over-aU flow is to be anticipated. Hence there seems 
to be fittle reason to expect correspondence between these experi-
ments and those of M . L T . Dr . Spannhake expresses some doubt 
as to whether or not the reboimd of the bubbles observed by the 
autfaora is due to tiie air content of the water, and suggests 
tfae possibiUty tfaat faad tfae air content been distinctly smaller, 
the rebound mig^t not have occurred. It is the belief of the 
authora that the rebound is a necessary concomitant of tfae energy 
storage at coUapse and that i t would continue to occur under 
conditions in which it was possible to get the original cavitation ' 
bi^ble to form. To expand this statement furtfaer, it migfat be 
concrâved tbat a Uquid, containing no foreign nuclei or no un-
dissolved or dissolWl gas oi any kind, m i ^ t reacfa a state in 
wfaicfa it would support a considerable tension. If tfais were the 
case, the formation of any cavitation bubbles oould be inhibited 
at much higher velocity than under normal conditions. How-
everj tbe forces causing the firat void are of much smaller intensity 
tfaan tfaose avaibible in tbe rebound of tfae highly compressed 
liquid foUowing the colkpse. Thus if tiie cavitation void can' 
appear at aU, there is good reason to beUeve tfaat rebound wUl 
occur. 

With reference to Dr . Spannfaake's ccônments on cavitaticm 
damage, the authors wish again to empfaasize tiiat their remarks 
on cavitation däumge were in no respect a diacuBsion of the 
mechanism of tfae daniage itself, but merely some tentative pre-
dictions as to tfae relative befaavior of cavitation in producing 
damz^e as hydrodynainic conditions are varied. The baàc idea 
underlying the autfaora' connnents was %£> raise tfae cpiestioai of 
the vaUdity of tfae generd concept of the similarity law with 

regard to cavitation damage, in which <r is usuaUy considered as 
the only parameter of the hydrodynamic picture. 

In reference to Dr.' Stepanoff's discussion, the studies in the 
water tunnel demonstrated beyond any question that two of 
tfae most important variables io the production of cavitation are the 
sfaape of the body (guiding surface), and its alignment witb re-
spect to the flow. E t b o u t the knowledge and exact control of 
these variable it is Impossible to classify cavitation in any signi-
flcant and aystematic form. Since this information is lacking 
in practically all cavitation tests of bydrauUc machinery, tbe 
authors are forced to beUeve that tfae analyses of cavitation data 
based on any of various velocity parametera mentioned by D r , 
Stepanoff as being in current use by tiie industry can only resiUt 
at best in the determination of rules for the average design,'wfaich 
miss the optimum, usuaUy by a l a t ^ mai^^n. 

Tbe authors agree that cavitation and boiling are closely re-
lated; however; they woidd hesitate to carry tfae ralattonship as 
far as Dr. Stepanoff suggests. As previously pointed out, unless 
the Uquid can support very substantial tension, cavitation mU 
occur with or without tbe benefit of heat transfer or vaporization. 
Fluid vaporizes into the cavity because tfae cavity is there; the 
vapor does not force tfae fluid away to form a cavity. The calvitar 
tion cavity is to tfae cavitation phenomenon as the faole is to the 
doughnut: It gives it its characteristic form, but not its sub-
stance. 

The authors do not underatand the comments regarding the 
effect of scale on cavitation in hydrauUc machines of different 
sizes. If two simUar passages of different size contain fluid 
flowing at the same absolute velocity, the pressure distribution 
and the fiow lines will be identical if the units of length correspond 
to tbe scate of tfae two passages. Tfais is one of the fundamental 
principles of similarity. The conditions initiating cavitation wUl . 
be exactiy the same for both cbannels. 

Dr . Stepanoff calls attention to the lack of knowledge concern-
ing the flow in curve cfaannels even in sucfa simple cases as sta-
tionary bends or elbows. This problem is treated in a most iater-
esting manner in the first chapter of bis new book, wfaicfa includes 
a well-selected set of references. The authora agree tfaat a study 
of tfais type of flow ûhder cavitating conditions would be veay 
valuable and are reasonably sure tfaat tfae bigfa-epeed pfaoto-
grapfaic technique could be adapted to this purpose. 

In conclusion the authors wisfa to thank again tfae faelpful dis-
cussera and to express tfaeir appreciation to many others in tbe 
fleld wfao came to tfaein with oral and written oomments and valu-
able suggestions. 
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